
Morro and Jasp: Save the Date 
 
Does saying "I Do" to someone new mean saying "I Don't" to each other? Join 
beloved sisters Morro and Jasp as they say yes to the dress, try to handle the stress, 
and attempt to throw a big fat clown wedding without throwing up. The Dora and 
Canadian Comedy Award winning duo take on one of life's biggest juggernauts. 
 
Having made it through a lot of trying times together, Morro and Jasp are closer 
than ever as sisters. At least that’s what they think until a new challenge tests their 
relationship: Jasp is engaged!!! It all happened so fast and, despite some denial on 
Morro’s part, it is indeed happening. While looking for the perfect wedding gown, 
and sampling ALL the possible cake options is loads of fun, the DIY projects start to 
get a bit too big and a bit too “Morro, can you just do it for me?”. Before they know it, 
Morro and Jasp find themselves arguing about whether the bridesmaid’s dress will 
outshine the bride, struggling to fit into SPANX, and learning about all the types of 
drama that a bachelorette party can present. Morro and Jasp’s relationship is 
threatened in a whole new way, bringing up deep-seated fears of abandonment and 
forcing them to face the fact that, regardless of what happens next, things will 
change forever... 
 
For better or worse, the sisters have to negotiate how and what their relationship will 
look like now that there is a third person in the mix. Can they even survive this new 
chapter of life without the person who has always been by their side? Can they still 
be Morro and Jasp?  
 
You are cordially invited to the wedding of the year. No, not that one! The clown 
sisters plan to outshine Meghan Markle and her Prince Charming.  


